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ABSTRACT 

We are a group of secondary 3 students embarking on a category 4 project which               

aims to educate students on stress management while relieving their stress at the             

same time, killing two birds with one stone, through our posters, mobile app and card               

game. Singaporean students experience stress daily due to various factors caused           

by the school and home environment. Stress may lead to dire consequences, if it is               

not managed properly. Therefore, we chose to embark on this project. It is difficult to               

reduce the factors causing stress to students but we can educate them how to              

manage stress effectively.  

1.0 Rationale 
Stress is a state of mental strain resulting from demanding circumstances           

which Singaporean students experience daily due to overwhelming workload         

and pressure from people around them. In the short term, it might affect a              

student’s ability to concentrate and cause tiredness and fatigue. In the long            
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term, students may suffer from psychological breakdown, causing mental         

health issues like depression.  

 

1.1 Objective 
Our objective is to educate students on different approaches to manage           

stress effectively in their daily lives and relieving their stress at the same time 

 

1.2 Target Audience 
Our target audiences are students in Singapore aged 12-16, because they are            

likely to be exposed to lots of stress due to PSLE and O Level. 

 

1.3 Resource Package 
Our resource package consists of a mobile app, card game and poster. The             

mobile app and card game helps to carry out our objectives better as they are               

the products that students can easily access (just in their phones and in their              

leisure time respectively) while our posters helps to publicise the app and card             

game to our target audience. 

 

2. Review 

2.1 Existing products 
There are a lot of websites out there to educate people on stress but most of                

them are wordy and have a wide range of target audience, making it difficult              

for students to find resources suitable for them to apply to their lives 
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There are also some stress management apps available on the apps stores,            

either stress games, monitors or guides. 

 

 

2.2 Our product 
Our products have many features and uses, related to managing stress, and            

is specifically made for students aged 12 to 16 in Singapore, they have many              

features such as stress guides, stress-relieving tools, stress monitor, and          
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stress calendar, all in one. Therefore, making our products better and more            

suitable for our target audience and addressing our objectives. We did not            

want to create a website as there were already many available ones online             

and we find it inconvenient for students to access. No student would just pop              

open a browser tab to browse a stress website. 
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3. Methodology 

 

3.1 Needs Analysis 
We did an in-depth needs analysis to ascertain the feasibility of the project. 

We first surveyed 76 students aged 12 to 16 through the use of google forms 

and mentimeter and polls to find out how stressed they are, their ability to 

manage stress and the factors that caused their stress, approximately 85% of 

them are stressed and half of them let it worsen rather than relieving it. The 

main factors were due to homework, school, tests, and tuition. 
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To further ascertain the feasibility of our project, we interviewed two students            

from other secondary schools and the school counsellor Mr Vincent Tan.           

These are their points:  

 

Factors causing 
stress: 

Short-term 
impacts: 

Long-term 
impacts: 

How to manage 
stress: 

School Systems Tiredness 
and Fatigue 

Psychological 
breakdown 

Good time 
management 

Self-expectation 
and parent’s 
expectation 

Unable to 
concentrate 

Depression Learning how to 
destress 

Coping skills of 
stress 

Weird 
behaviours 

 Hobbies 
development 

 

 

 

After primary research, we also did secondary research through reading up           

online to study the severity and impact of stress in our society. According to              

the Straits Times, in 2014, it was reported that an OECD survey had found              

that at 15 years old, the average Singaporean student was spending           

approximately 9.4 hours on homework every week – nearly double that of the             

global average of five. Moreover, in 2001, the New Straits Times reported on             

the suicide of primary school student Lysher Loh. A cheerful young child and a              

“top student” by all accounts, Lysher committed suicide by jumping from her            

fifth-floor apartment window in the face of mounting academic stress. These           

are just two of the many articles we read. 

 

After, these needs analysis, we can conclude that there is a need for our              

resource package to educate students on managing stress effectively,         

because many students are suffering from stress and if stress is not managed             

well, it will lead to dire consequences.  
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3.2 Construction 

The intended approach was to do comprehensive research to find more           

articles related to the problem. We used Google Forms to conduct our survey,             

and conducted the polls on our own classes. We also scheduled an interview             

with our school counselor and interviewed our acquaintances from other          

schools. We turned to online websites to find information, and reviewed           

available resources to find out what can be improved. For the production of             

our package, we used free/cheap ways as much as possible. The posters            

were self-made using Piktochart, and we printed and laminated it by ourselves            

too. We wanted to use playmakingcards.com to create our cards, but it was             

troublesome and inefficient so we ended up designing the cards ourselves,           

although some our our target audience found it lacking in aesthetic quality. It             

was printed and laminated by us too. Our app was built from scratch purely              

using the recommended Android Studio and some online libraries, along with           

the comics and memes. We used Instagram and the poster for marketing our             

package as they are cheap and suitable to attract our target audience. The             

pilot-test was conducted on our schoolmates. 

3.3 Products 

3.3.1 Poster 

Our poster will help publicize the STRESSAPP and STRESSCARD, as a QR 

code and email has been included in the poster for people to access our app 

and order the cards. We have also pasted a poster in the school compound 

as well as the notice board in our respective classes. Our poster contains 

some causes, impacts and stress management tips. Through the memes and 

comics, students would also be fascinated and interested in our resource 

package. 
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3.3.2 Card Game 

Our card game is called stresscard. This card game is able to educate our              

target audience on stress management and at the same time help them to             

relieve stress. A deck of stresscard contains 36 cards, 9 of each type of card.               

9 power levels have been given to each type of cards. Hence, this means that               

there will be 4 power level 1 cards, 4 power level 2 cards and so on to 4                  

power level 9 cards. The greater the power level of that type of card, the               

greater its intensity. For example, impact of bad stress power 1 is just difficulty              

in concentrating whereas power 9 is committing suicide. For our stresscards,           

we use the impact of them while for motivation and mitigation cards we use              

their ways to counter stress. The back of our card is a kid eating ice cream as                 

it is also a way students can mitigate stress.  
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Rules 

          Stresscard is a game for two to four players. Its objective is to clear all the 

cards on your hand, the first person who does so win the game. The cards will 

be shuffled and given out equally to all players, the cards are not supposed to 

be shown to your opponent. This game really depends on the power of the 

cards. I will start with the card type power. The weakest card type power is 

good stress, followed by motivation, then bad stress and the strongest is 

mitigation. Our game also have card power, which is the main power of each 

card, 1 is the weakest to 9 which is the strongest. Every turn, you can either 

throw your cards onto the table if only the power of your card is stronger than 

the card previously played or you can skip your turn if you are unable to play 

any cards or do not want to play. Card power level is the main power of each 

card. It is the number written on the top and bottom of the card. Since there 

are 4 of each power, if comparing both same power cards, we will have to look 

at the card type power which is the color of the card. For example, bad stress 

power 3 cards can be placed over mitigation power 1 card but not bad stress 

power 1 card. Hence, the more powerful your cards, the more advantage you 
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have over your opponent. This game goes through cycles, people will put 

down their cards in clockwise or anti –clockwise directions till the card on the 

table is the highest power or nobody wants to play a card over it. For example, 

since mitigation 9 is the highest, no other cards can be placed over it so 

everyone has to skip their turn. It can also be good stress 1 even though it is 

the lowest level card but only if nobody wants to play a card over it which is 

very unlikely but it is still possible. When a cycle ends, a new cycle will be 

started by the player who put down the last card of the previous cycle, he can 

choose to place any cards on his hand. To spice up our card games, cards 

can be thrown down in single, pair, triplet or a 5 card combo. However, in 

every cycle, the number of cards put down by every player has to be the 

same. Pair cards have to be played with the same power level only; you 

cannot play cards with the same color, in other words, the same types of 

cards. Triplet cards have to be played with the same rules as pair cards. For 5 

cards combo, there are five options you can play, firstly you can play runner, 5 

cards of consecutive power level which is the weakest. Secondly, you can play 

color 5 cards of the same color. Thirdly, you can play thrice which consist of a 

pair and a triplet. Fourthly, if you are lucky enough to get four 4 power cards, 

you can play quady, those 4 cards and another random card. Lastly, the 

strongest combo is solo runner. It is 5 consecutive power and the entire same 

color. It is very rare to get this, but it is still possible. 

 

3.3.3 App 

Our mobile app is called STRESSAPP. It contains comics and memes that            

can help to relieve stress and educate students on stress. Five comics and             

memes will be released each daily in random, so our users will not be              

addicted, and we have a total of 117 of them. These are some of our comics.                

Also, we found a need to include stress monitor and stress calendar for the              

students so that they can better monitor their stress levels. We added a test,              

with the questions taken from various existing online sources and edited by            
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us to be suitable to be condensed into a 10 question test. The test would               

award a stress level score and assign management recommendations so that           

users could learn about and use the suitable methods provided to manage it.             

For our target audience to access our card game, information of it is provided              

in the app. We also have a feedback page to seek for ways to improve our                

app. STRESSAPP can be downloaded through a Google drive link. It is also             

available on our Instagram page or through QR code on the poster. 

It can be accessed at 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZtKKj4qp9ZM1k24mz_YAeVmvFUvppBD 
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3.4 Pilot Test 

We posted our poster on Instagram and pasted it in our classrooms to             

publicize our app and card game since term 3 week 5 till the start of EOY. All                 

the comments on our poster on Instagram are really positive. In a week’s time,              

we have also received 12 emails for people who wanted to try out our card               

game.  
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We also know more than 20 people who had downloaded our app. Therefore,             

our poster is very useful in publicizing our other products. 
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We only released our card game to our classmates, as we only have a set of                

it currently, so we let 3 groups of 4 Hwa Chong students who show interest in                

our resource package try our card game for 5 rounds each and these are              

some of their feedback: 

1. The card game is easier to understand after seeing the video instruction 

2. The designs are still lacking. We did not have time to change much of the               

design. 

3. The game is more comfortable to play now that we have laminated it. 

4. The card game is quite fun to play with friends. It is definitely something that               

they would play in their free time. 

 

Their comments about the card game confirm the usefulness of our card            

game in educating students about stress and relieving it at the same time.  

 

We asked the 20 people we knew to try out this app, to give their feedback                

and comments on the feedback page and gave them a survey. These are the              

results and feedback : 

1. The app is very simplistic in design. Some, including us, felt that although             

certain aesthetics could be improved, but a simple and clean design was well             

suited for the app. 

2. The app's calendar function was interesting as it allowed users to monitor            

their stress levels. Even for those who saw no purpose in it, it was still quite a                 

fun thing to use. 

3. The comics were a bit lacking in functionality as it required zoom to see. We               

had intended for it to use something similar to the gallery app - a pop up                

image function, but due to the limited knowledge we had in this area we could               

not implement it. 
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4. Outcome and Discussion 

4.1 Outcome 
In conclusion, our resource package is successful as a whole as we achieved             

our objective, successfully being able to educate students aged 12 to 16 to on              

managing stress effectively, and relieving their stress at the same time. 

 

4.2 Limitations 
As we are not professionals in this field, we had to consult professionals such              

as psychiatrist as counsellors. However, we faced many rejections for          
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interviews and took a long time to consult a professional. Moreover, we were             

unable to publish the app via Google Play Store and App Store and hence had               

to resort to links for people to download it. We also had to find our friends and                 

strangers to carry out the pilot test and amend our work according to the              

feedback given. 

4.3 Future plans 

In the future, if our project is successful, we will release our app on Google               

play store and app store and mass print our card game and sell them at an                

affordable price so that more students can have access to them. We will also              

create teaching slides and email some primary and secondary schools to           

educate the students on stress management. We will also create a platform on             

Stressapp where students can order Stresscard without emailing us, making it           

convenient to them 

5. Conclusion 
Project Life++ had been a challenging project to undertake as it required            

much of our time despite the busy schedule. It requires rigorous work to             

design the different resource package, create them, and collate the          

information as well as making the videos. The whole project journey had            

enabled the group to develop many skills. Critical thinking, creativity were           

crucial in the early stages of the project. As we had no prior background in               

app development until now, we also had to learn this new skill to complete the               

project. We also gained the ability to interact with professionals such as a             

counselor and strangers for an interview and pilot test. We also faced            

rejections from clinics and some strangers but we learnt to persevere and not             

give up. In the end, we were pleased to provide information, a            

well-constructed resource package to our target audiences. Patience and         

having faith in one another were the final elements that enabled the            

completion of the project as these motivated the group to believe that we had              

made the correct choice, thus relying on each other and going through            

hardships as one.  
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